Clearing & Programming
Your Earth Heart CrystalTM

THE EARTH HEART CRYSTALTM
PENDANT

(THE VOGEL TECHNIQUE)

The Earth Heart Crystal reveals the
temple within, the gateway where we
connect to the “Heart of the Earth Grid”,
grounding Unconditional Love to help
nurture and sustain the awakening of
global consciousness within
humanity, and participate in creating
love and beauty on Earth. Reveals our
own divine inheritance and all of the
gifts that humanity is capable of
achieving - infinite bounty.
TM

CLEARING YOUR CRYSTAL: Take a
moment and bring into your being the essence of purity - both the thought and the
feeling of purity. Once the connection with
this essence is strong, fill your lungs with
it. Hold your breath and let the essence
build. Place your attention upon the crystal. Use your intention to place the essence
of purity into the crystal as you release a
FORCED EXHALE through the nose. This
forced exhale allows the essence to move
as a whole thought form into the crystal. If
you see a residue, shadow or unpleasant
energy still remaining, repeat the procedure
until your crystal is clear.

The Earth Heart CrystalTM
is available in:

The Earth Heart CrystalTM
A four-fold geometry, which signifies
both harmony and stability, creating a
peaceful refuge in alignment with the
deep and pure Heart of the Earth,
revealing lessons in Oneness and
facilitating humanity in achieving global
consciousness.

Amethyst, Angel Aura, Aqua Aura,
Citrine, Clear Quartz, Rose Quartz,
Ruby Lavender QuartzTM, Siberian Blue
Quartz, Siberian Gold Quartz, Siberian
Green Quartz, Siberian Purple Quartz,
and Tanzine Aura.
Your choice of Sterling Silver or 14K
Gold mountings (18” chain included).

PROGRAMMING YOUR CRYSTAL: After
clearing your crystal it is now ready to
program. We recommend using a simple
program such as PEACE, WELL-BEING
& LOVE. Focus on bringing the essence
of peace into your being. Allow this essence to fill you and build in your lungs.
Now bring in the essence of Well-Being
(yourself in perfect health, connected with
the Earth and the Divine). Again, fill yourself and allow this essence to build in your
lungs - mingling with the essence of Peace.
Now bring in the essence of Pure Love.
Fill yourself with this essence. Place your
attention on the crystal and use a FORCED
EXHALE through the nose to intend those
essences (your program) into your crystal.

Tools For Evolution

THE Earth
Heart CrystalTM
PENDANT

A teacher of harmony and our sacred
union with the Heart of the Earth. Offers
peace and stability, stillness and insight,
respect for diversity, inspires creativity
that nurturtes our wholeness and facilitates expansion into Oneness.

Specializing in Fine Quality Metaphysical
Tools to empower you in your spiritual
evolution.
Pictured Above: Flower of Life Pendant,
The Angelic StarTM Pendant, Miniature
Kabbalistic CrystalTM Pendant and the
Star of David Pendant.

Available Through:

Pictured Below: The Signature Collection

Available Through:

